Internship Program Offer

We, HF Technology were a PC-Based Industrial Automation, Control & Measurement Hardware Solutions Provider. We also do provide Machine Vision Solution, Motion & IO Control products for industrial various applications.

During the internship period, you will be exposed to:-

i. Industrial PC setup, installation & troubleshooting
ii. PC-based data acquisition cards hardware set up and software programming.
iii. PC-based motion controls hardware set up and software programming.
iv. PC-based machine vision hardware set up and software programming.

Requirements:
- Preferable student who studies in Electronics/Mechatronics/Computer Engineering, IT or Computer studies.
- Knowledge in writing programming languages (C, C++, C# & etc) will add advantages.
- Knowledge in Linux OS will add advantages.

Offer:
RM600.00 Meal & RM 300.00 Traveling Allowances

Location:
Bandar Puteri Puchong, Selangor

For those who are interested in the above, you may forward your resume to interview@hftech.biz